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ABSTRACT: Zebrafish is a popular system for studying vertebrate development and disease that shows high genetic conservation with humans. Molecular level studies at different stages of development are essential for understanding the processes deployed during ontogeny. Here, we performed a recent comparative transcriptomic and proteomic study in the late-stage zebra fish embryo. We identified 8363 proteins with their approximate cellular abundances (the largest number of zebrafish embryo proteins quantified thus far), through a combination of thorough deyolking and extensive fractionation procedures, before resolving the peptides by mass spectrometry. We performed deep sequencing of the transcripts and found that the expressed proteome and transcriptome displayed a moderate correlation for the majority of cellular processes. Integrative functional mapping of the quantified genes demonstrated that embryonic developmental systems differentially exploit transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms to modulate protein abundance. Using network mapping of the low-abundance proteomes, we identified various signal transduction pathways important in embryonic development and also revealed genes that may be regulated at the post-transcriptional level. Our data set represents a deep coverage of the functional proteome and transcriptome of the developing zebrafish, and our findings unveil molecular regulatory mechanisms that underlie embryonic development.
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INTRODUCTION

The zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an attractive experimental model organism for exploring the molecular mechanisms of vertebrate development.1 Mutant phenotypes commonly emulate the pathology/phenotype of human diseases and disorders, hence making it a premier model for both research.3f (R3.6.i5 HF03:4230) and clinical.4 Genetic screens have also broadened our understanding of the various factors that control cell differentiation and fate as well as organogenesis, allowing us to chart the sequential events involved during the transition from embryo to adult.5 There are more than 26,000 coding regions in the zebrafish genome, many of which are orthologous to those in humans.6,7 To understand the complex interplay among the expressed genes, large-scale analysis that extensively captures the expression variation at the mRNA and protein levels is important.8–11 A recent systematic analysis identified a total of over 56,000 transcripts, including alternative splice variants, during zebrafish embryogenesis.12 However, the maximum number of proteins that have been identified to date has been limited to only 5267 and 8475 in embryos and adults, respectively.13,14

Although transcript abundance can provide valuable information on the status of the cell at any point in time, proteins are the fundamental biological effectors that orchestrate key events within the cells. Gene expression patterns derived from large-scale transcriptomics, including those involving microarrays and RNA-seq, have been routinely used to estimate protein abundance. However, only a modest correlation has been observed between mRNA and protein levels across different species from yeast through higher eukaryotes.15–18 A recent comparative transcriptomic and proteomic study in the late-stage zebrafish embryo suggests that such differences between transcript and protein levels may underlie important translational and post-translational regulatory mechanisms.19 Hence, the need for a thorough representation of the proteome is increasingly recognized.20

Currently, mass spectrometry-based shotgun proteomics is the only available high-throughput method for identification and quantification of the whole proteome. In recent years,21...
global proteomic profiling of zebrafish adults and embryos has been extensively carried out, primarily to understand developmental processes as well as to recapitulate disease mechanisms.\textsuperscript{10,20–24} With zebrafish being recognized as a powerful model for chemical toxicity and drug safety assessment, proteomics-based methods along with transcriptionomics are increasingly applied for large-scale system-wide studies.\textsuperscript{25–29} Although applications of quantitative proteomic approaches have been limited in zebrafish, recent studies used stable isotope-labeled zebrafish for studying cardiac morphogenesis and profiling various organs in the adult,\textsuperscript{30,31} indicating the possibility of performing large-scale quantitative proteomics studies in zebrafish in the future.

Despite the gaining popularity of proteomic studies in zebrafish, thorough protein identification is largely dependent on sample complexity and the dynamic range of the proteins within the sample. However, in the case of zebrafish, this endeavor is even more challenging owing to the high proportion of yolk proteins, particularly during the early stages of development.\textsuperscript{32} Hence, most of the proteomic studies in zebrafish have been performed in late-stage embryos or adults.\textsuperscript{33} Early embryonic stages are highly dynamic in nature and are marked by events that accompany cell differentiation and morphogenesis.\textsuperscript{34} A thorough representation of the proteome during these stages is essential to map the key biological events that occur during embryogenesis.

Here, we report a comprehensive map of the quantitative proteome profile of early stage zebrafish (24 h post-fertilization embryo) containing 8363 proteins, the highest number of proteins reported so far for early embryonic stages. We establish that the protein functions are linked to their abundances, wherein high-abundance proteins are predominantly associated with cellular core functions and low-abundance proteins perform regulatory functions that mediate development. The high coverage proteome was also compared to the corresponding transcriptome derived from the same early embryonic stages to provide a comprehensive functional map of the quantified proteome and transcriptome. The integrative approach identified biological processes that are modulated differently by transcript and protein levels in the early stage zebrafish embryo.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample Preparation**

Adult zebrafish were maintained on a 14 h light/10 h dark cycle at 28 °C in the AVA (Singapore) certified IMCB zebrafish facility. Zebrafish embryos were obtained through crosses of...
μ 172 100 171 peptides were loaded onto the C18 StageTips and washed with 100 100 NanoHPLC up to 3000 V over the next 7 h and held at 3000 V until a total voltage gradient during the run was 250 V for the peptide OFFGEL stock solution as described previously.37 The resulting cell pellet was lysed by brief sonication in C buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP40) supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche). Insoluble material was removed by centrifugation. Protein concentration was determined using the BCA protein assay, reducing agent compatible (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

SDS-PAGE and in-Gel Digestion

Five-hundred micrograms of lysate, obtained from two biological replicates, was separated on a SDS-PAGE gel from 3.5 to 260 kDa using a NuPAGE 4–12% Bis-Tris 1.0 mm, 10 well gel (Invitrogen). The gel was cut into 6 bands as shown in Figure 1A, and each band was excised to 1.5 × 1.5 mm² using a scalpel. In-gel digestion was carried out as previously described with minor modifications.36 Briefly, the gel pieces were washed with 3 mL of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Reduction was carried out by the addition of 10 mM DTT, covering the gel pieces, and incubation for 30 min at 56 °C; alkylation was performed with the addition of 55 mM iodoacetamide and incubation for 20 min in the dark at room temperature. The gel pieces were destained with 6 mL of 50% acetonitrile/25 mM ammonium bicarbonate for 10 min. Six milliliters of 100% acetonitrile was used to shrink the gel pieces, which was done twice for 10 min each. One to two milliliters of 13 ng/μL sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega) was added to each well, twice for 10 min each. One to two milliliters of 13 ng/μL sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega) was added to each well, and the gel pieces were allowed to swell for 60 min at 4 °C before enough 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added to cover the gel pieces. The samples were incubated for 3 h at 37 °C. All supernatants were collected by centrifugation. One and a half milliliters of 5% formic acid was added to each well followed by 1.5 mL of 100% acetonitrile for peptide extraction. Both steps were repeated.

Off-Gel Isoelectric Focusing

Off-gel isoelectric focusing (IEF) was carried out using a 3100 OFFGEL fractionator (Agilent) as described in the manufacturer’s manual with slight modifications. In short, 13 cm IPG strips for the pH range of 3–10 (GE Healthcare) were used, resulting in 12 peptide fractions. The concentration of glycerol and IPG buffer pH 3–10 (GE Healthcare) was halved in the peptide OFFGEL stock solution as described previously.35 The voltage gradient during the run was 250 V for the first hour followed by a gradient of up to 1000 V over the next 2 h and 1000 V for an additional hour. Then, the voltage was increased up to 3000 V over the next 7 h and held at 3000 V until a total voltage of 20 000 V hours was reached. After the run, 30 μL of 1% TFA was added to each well for acidification.

NanoHPLC–ESI–MS/MS

Peptides resulting from the different fractionation methods were desalted using self-packed C18 StageTips.38 The C18 StageTip was conditioned with 100 μL of methanol followed by 100 μL of 0.1% formic acid at 6000g for 2 min. The extracted peptides were loaded onto the C18 StageTips and washed with 100 μL of 0.1% formic acid. The peptides were eluted with 60 μL of 0.1% formic acid/80% acetonitrile. All eluents were dried using a SpeedVac and reconstituted in 12 μL of 0.1% formic acid. A total of 144 IEF fractions (72 fractions per biological replicate) were analyzed in duplicate using an EASY-nLC (Proxeon) coupled to a LTQ Velos (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were directly loaded at 400 nL/min onto a PicoFrit column (HALO, C18, 90 Å, 2.7 μm, 75 um (i.d.) × 100 mm length) (New Objectives). The HPLC gradient was created using buffer A consisting of 2% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid and buffer B consisting of 80% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid: buffer B was increased from 0 to 8% over the first 4 min, followed by an increase to 25% over the next 58 min, an increase to 45% over the subsequent 32 min, an increase to 70% over the following 10 min, and an increase to 100% over the next 3 min. This condition was maintained for 5 min. Buffer B was then decreased to 5% over the subsequent 3 min and retained at 5% for another 5 min. This results in a HPLC gradient run of a total of 120 min. The flow rate was 250 nL/min for the first 104 min and 400 nL/min for the last 16 min. MS analysis was online-coupled to the LC using a LTQ Velos with the following settings: MS scans ranging from 300 to 1600 m/ξ, AGC target of 3 × 10⁴, and maximum injection time of 10 ms. The 10 most intense ions with an ion intensity above 1000 and a charge state excluding one were sequentially isolated to a maximum AGC target value of 4 × 10⁵ for a maximum of 100 ms and fragmented by collision induced dissociation (CID) using a normalized collision energy of 35%. A dynamic exclusion list was applied using an exclusion list size of 500, one repeat count, a repeat duration of 45 s, an exclusion duration of 90 s, and mass widths of 1.0 (low) and 1.5 (high). Expiration count was set to 3, and its S/N threshold, to 3.0.

Data processing and emPAI Calculation

All Velos raw data were first converted to peak lists in the centroid mzXML file format and then to the mgf file format. The conversion was performed with ReAdW.exe (version 207 4.0.2), which is part of the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (TPP) (version 4.4.0).39 A target-decoy database was compiled using Sequence Reverser (part of MaxQuant v1.0.13.13) with the iipi.dan-re.v3.85.fasta downloaded from ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/IPI/last_release/current/ and 262 contaminant sequences in Sequence Reverser. The final database containing 81 476 sequence entries was searched on the mgf peak list files using Mascot (version 2.3.).

Mascot search parameters were set as follows: full tryptic specificity was required (cleavage after lysine or arginine residues at two peptide termini), two missed cleavages were allowed, carbamidomethylation (C) was set as fixed modification, and acetyl (protein N-term) and oxidation (M) were set as variable modifications. Peptide charge was set to 2+, 3+, and 4+. Mass tolerance of the precursor ion and the fragment ions was set at 2 and 0.5 Da, respectively.

All of the mascot search outputs were combined in TPP (version 4.4.0). First, mascot outputs (dat file) were converted to pepxml file format. Then, PeptideProphet with a minimum length of 7aa, a probability of 0.9, and an accurate mass model was applied. iProphet was used to integrate all of the PeptideProphet results.40 Finally, proteins were assembled with PeptideProphet on the iProphet results with a minimum probability of 0.9.

The PeptideProphet output with peptide count was used to calculate the relative protein abundances. Relative protein abundances were calculated using the emPAI algorithm as described by Ishihama et al.41
Analysis of Detected Protein Bias

The IPI identifiers of all of the detected proteins were mapped to the corresponding UniProt IDs and subjected to protein parameter analysis in ExPASy (http://www.expasy.ch). The ProtParam tool was used to calculate the protein length and pi values. For mapping the chromosomal bias of the detected proteins, the Entrez database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/DATA) and the annotations from the Zv9, as implemented in the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables), were used.

RNA-Seq Analysis

Zebrafish embryos (wild-type AB line) were collected and incubated at 27 °C. Synchronously developing embryos were collected at 24 hpf and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen embryos were used for RNA extraction. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, USA). RNA concentration was determined using a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific), and 60 μg of total RNA was used as starting material. The integrity of the RNA samples was determined using an Agilent RNA 6000 Nano chip on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. The RNA sample with RIN > 9.0 was selected for mRNA purification using the MicroPoly(A) purist kit (Ambion, USA). Five-hundred nanograms of mRNA was applied for RNA library construction with the solid total RNA-seq kit (ABI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was sequenced in a SOLID3 (ABI) platform, generating 50 bp single-ended reads. We generated about 40 million tags for this library and mapped them to the genome (Zv9). The RNA-seq reads were mapped in a strand-specific manner to the reference seq genes (RefSeq), and the expression is presented as reads per kilobase of exon per million reads mapped (RPKM).

Comparison with RNA-Seq Data

The complete RNA-seq data comprised 10 101 transcripts with RPKM abundance greater than 2. The IPI identifiers of the quantified proteome were mapped to Entrez nucleotide identifiers and subsequently to the corresponding genes. Five-thousand two-hundred and fifty four IPI identifiers from the total 8363 quantified proteins could be successfully mapped to a corresponding transcript from RNA-seq. Some of the IPI identifiers could be mapped to more than one gene identifier. Excluding the events of alternative splice variants, a total of 5084 different protein-coding genes could be mapped. The anatomical enrichment of the quantified proteome and transcriptome was carried out using DAVID.42

GO Pathway Analysis-Based Clustering for Protein and Transcript Groups

The high and low protein abundance groups were identified on the basis of the quantile density distribution of the emPAI and RPKM values across the quantified proteome and transcriptome, respectively. Genes in the top 20% quantile (upper) with respect to the abundance values were categorized into high-abundance groups (very high + high cluster), and those in the bottom 20% (lower) comprised the low-abundance groups (very low + low cluster). The remaining genes were considered to be expressed at moderate levels. For analyzing the enrichment across the high- and low-abundance proteins in accordance with the GO terms, biological process, molecular function, and cellular component (BINGO), as implemented in Cytoscape, was used.33 The enrichment was done using hypergeometric testing followed by Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate correction. The frequency of over-representation in the high- or low-abundance groups was calculated by comparing against the enrichment across the whole quantified proteome. For integrative proteomic and transcriptomic analysis based on GO categorization (biological process), the genes were first categorized according to their abundance values into different groups. The GO enrichment along with their p values was obtained for each of the groups and then filtered to retain only those groups that were significantly enriched (p value <0.05) in at least one of the analyzed groups. The filtered p values were log-transformed and z-score normalized before being subjected to hierarchical clustering based on Euclidean distance and average linkage.

MicroRNA Prediction

Genes that displayed low protein levels and high mRNA levels were analyzed for potential microRNA (miRNA) regulation using TargetScanFish version 6.2.44,45 Only those predicted miRNA families with a target score (total context score) ≤ −0.3 were considered to be reliable. For genes with multiple 3′ UTRs (untranslated region), the predictions were specifically carried out on those that are curated to be expressed at 24 hpf developmental stage.

Network Analysis

The proteins in the high- or low-abundance groups that could be distinctly mapped to corresponding transcripts were used for network reconstructions. Protein–protein interactions, as determined in reactome functional interaction (reactome F1) in Cytoscape visualization software and in GeneGO MetaCore, were used to unravel the connectivity between the protein groups.46,47 Zebrafish shares many orthologous genes and pathways with other vertebrate species and hence the human orthologous proteins corresponding to the zebrafish genes were identified from ZFIN (http://zfin.org/) and InParanoid (http://inparanoid.sbc.su.se/) databases and used for network analysis.48 Only interactions between the quantified proteins were retained, and other linker candidates (not in our data set) were excluded. The direct interactions from MetaCore were downloaded and parsed into Cytoscape as a SIF (simple interaction file) network. This was combined with the functional interaction network derived from reactome F1, and subsequent pathway enrichment was performed for the combined network. The densely connected regions in the network were identified using molecular complex detection (MCODE) algorithm.49 The highest-ranking modules were extracted and visualized. MCODE could not be successfully applied to the low-abundance protein groups owing to the less-dense nature of the network. Hence, the clusters were visualized purely on the basis of their significant pathway enrichment.

RESULTS

Extensive Analysis of Zebrafish Embryo Proteome

To generate an extensive map of the zebrafish proteome, lysates were obtained from deyolked embryos representing the 24 h post-fertilization (hpf) developmental stage and resolved on a 1D SDS-PAGE gel. Deyolking ensures that high-abundance yolk proteins that would otherwise interfere with the deep mining of zebrafish embryos are depleted.53 After deyolking, the sample still consists of a complex mixture of proteins. In order to reduce this complexity, we carried out extensive fractionation of the deyolked protein mixture using 1D SDS-
PAGE protein level fractionation followed by off-gel isoelectric focusing (IEF) of the tryptic peptides from each gel band, as these methods were observed to be the best among the other evaluated approaches in our previous study. A total of 72 IEF fractions obtained from two biological replicates each were finally subjected to LC−MS/MS analysis, summing to a total of 288 runs including those of the technical replicates. MS/MS data analysis was performed using the Trans-Proteomics Pipeline, and a minimum probability of 0.9 was set for confident peptide assignment. The mass error in parts per million (ppm) for precursor ions of all identified peptides is shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. After assembling the proteins using ProteinProphet, we identified a total of 8363 different proteins including splice variants (at a false discovery rate < 1.2%), which, to our knowledge, is by far the most comprehensive proteome map of the zebrafish embryo (Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). This translates to an improvement of more than 2-fold in proteome coverage in comparison to that in our previous report. Of these proteins, 6475 proteins (78%) were detected by at least two peptides. About 10% of the proteins (857) were detected via the same single peptide multiple times, whereas about 12% (1031) were detected once by a single peptide (Figure 1B). The median number of peptides identified per protein was 4, and the corresponding tandem spectra detected per protein was 17. The median sequence coverage per protein was found to be 13.504%.

The coverage of each protein attained by the corresponding peptide matches can be used to estimate the abundance of the identified proteins. To calculate the approximate abundance of the proteins in the zebrafish embryo, we used the exponentially modified protein abundance index (emPAI) algorithm, which normalizes the number of sequenced peptides per protein by the number of theoretically observable peptides of the protein. In order to conduct a comprehensive study of the zebrafish proteome, we explored the possibility of studying all detected proteins, including those that were detected in only one biological replicate. The emPAI-based semiquantitative protein abundance values showed a high correlation between the two biological replicates (Spearman’s correlation, 0.862) (Figure 1C). We, therefore, merged the data from both biological replicates for subsequent analysis (Table S3 in the Supporting Information).

The ranked distribution of all identified proteins allowed for evaluation of individual protein contribution to the total mass. It is revealed that 97.2% of the total protein abundance is contributed by the most abundant 25% of identified proteins (Figure 2A). Ninety percent of the total quantified proteome is within a range of log$_2$ emPAI between 2.82 and −3.64 around the median abundance value. For further analysis, the quantified proteins were categorized into five quantiles based on their protein abundance values. Accordingly, the upper quantile constituted the very high and high categories, representing greater than the 90th percentile and 80−90% quantile, respectively, and the lower quantile comprised the very low and low categories, representing less than the 10th percentile and 10−20% quantile, respectively, of the estimated protein abundance values (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).

The quantile corresponding to 20−80% was considered to be moderate. Assessing the physiochemical features across all of the identified proteins revealed that proteins of shorter length (<100 amino acids (aa)) are more abundant than proteins that are over 1500 aa in length (Figure S3A and Table S4 in the Supporting Information). On dissecting the length distribution within the individual clusters, we noticed that a majority of the highly abundant proteins (very high + high) are shorter than 450 aa (Figure S4A,B in the Supporting Information). The bias toward shorter length is also reported for highly abundant transcripts. This serves as an efficient means of minimizing energy cost, and the short proteins, generally in high abundance, play key roles in various cellular processes including signaling, cell−cell communication, and other basic metabolic processes. The pI distribution, on the other hand, showed a

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)
drop in abundance for proteins with midrange pI values (Figure S3B and Table S4 in the Supporting Information). However, comparison of the pI value distribution between the upper and lower quantile displayed similar trends across the pI range, with an under-representation of proteins with basic pI values (Figure S4C,D in the Supporting Information).

To map the chromosomal distribution of the quantified proteome, the identified proteins were traced back to their genomic loci by mapping against the annotated protein-coding genes (Table S3 in the Supporting Information). However, only about 78.3% of the detected proteins could be successfully mapped to each of the 25 chromosomes (Table S5 in the Supporting Information). Most of the identified proteins mapped to genomic regions in chromosome 5, and the least number of identified proteins were represented by chromosomes 4 and 24 (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). This is in agreement with the genome data that demonstrated relatively fewer protein-coding genes in chromosome 4.6 On comparing the coverage of the identified proteins to the total protein-coding genes annotated for each of the chromosomes, we observed a maximum coverage of ~31.5% for chromosome 19, closely followed by ~30.4% for chromosome 5 (Figure S6A in the Supporting Information). The least coverage (~14.7%) was observed for chromosome 4, suggesting that the genes present here are not protein coding or do not express at 24 hpf. Intriguingly, chromosome 4 is unique in the large number of noncoding RNAs and repeats that it harbors as well as the presence of a large family of genes that are specific to D. rerio.6

Of note, chromosomes 3, 6, 11, and 19 are particularly enriched in abundantly expressed (very high + high cluster) protein-coding genes (Figure S6B in the Supporting Information).

To obtain functional insights into the biological processes and cellular organization that are active at this developmental stage, we performed GO-slim analysis for the high- and low-abundance protein groups. Enrichment was performed by hypergeometric testing, and significant GO categories were identified in each group. The cluster frequencies of each of the significant GO categories were used to calculate the frequency of over-representation with respect to the overall quantified proteome, as shown in Figure 2B. We observed that proteins related to basic metabolic functions, primarily translation-related processes, are the most significantly enriched in the highly abundant protein cluster. Also, processes related to protein transport and organelles involved in trafficking, including the endoplasmic reticulum and nuclear envelope, are abundantly enriched. As observed in other systems, regulatory proteins associated with kinase activity, enzyme regulation, and protein binding have lower expression levels in the zebrafish embryo. At 24 hpf, the embryo is still in a very early stage of development, and important morphogenetic features including pigmentation, the cardiac tube, and fin fold begin to appear.34 Accordingly, we observed that the lower quantile proteins are enriched in functions relating to cell differentiation, structure morphogenesis, and embryonic development. While metabolic processes related to protein and carbohydrates are functionally enriched, lipid metabolic processes are low in abundance.
Concordance with Transcript Abundance

It is widely appreciated that the regulation of a protein’s level occurs at multiple levels beyond RNA transcription. To determine the extent of such regulatory systems, we sought to correlate our proteome data with the transcriptome of embryos at the same stage; hence, we performed RNA-seq on the 24 hpf embryos to determine transcript abundance (Table S6 in the Supporting Information). The RPKM measure obtained from the RNA-seq is a representation of transcript abundance. By including only those transcripts with an abundance greater than 2 and subsequently mapping the reads to the zebrafish reference genome (ZV9), a total of 101 unique transcripts were obtained. Some of the transcripts included alternative splice variants of the same genes. Thus, a total of 9601 different protein-coding genes were successfully identified. The different protein-coding genes showed a similar distribution among the 25 chromosomes as that from the quantified proteome. The maximum number of identified transcripts mapped to chromosome 5, similar to that observed for the proteome, and the least number of genes mapped to chromosome 24 (Figure S5 and Table S5 in the Supporting Information).

The quantified proteome and transcriptome data showed similar percentages across the different anatomical enrichment categories (Figure 3A). A majority of the transcripts and proteins (~65% for transcripts and ~75% for proteins), however, were not annotated to any specific anatomical feature and hence the distinct roles of these genes in the development of zebrafish remain to be explored. In fact, many of the known morphological developments that occur at 24 hpf, including the development of the retina, fin, and myotome, are represented with higher percentages of proteins, suggesting that the deoloying and extensive fractionation have enabled a thorough representation of the proteome.

On comparing the transcriptome and proteome data on the basis of gene annotations, we observed that some of the IPI (International Protein Index) identifiers mapped to more than one transcript (Table S7 in the Supporting Information). In all, we identified a corresponding transcript for a total of 5254 proteins in our quantified proteome. On comparing the distribution of abundances for the overall quantified transcriptome, we observed that no proteins were identified for a considerable number of transcripts in the lower abundance range (Figure S7A,B in the Supporting Information). We also noticed that the distribution of protein abundance is broader than that of the corresponding transcript abundance values, although both of the abundance distributions share the same general shape (Figure 3B). Altogether, there was a 64% overlap between our proteome and transcriptome data on the basis of common protein-coding genes, excluding references of alternative slice variants (Figure 3C).

The RPKM and emPAI values are a proxy for the cellular abundance of transcripts and proteins, respectively, at a given point in time; hence, we analyzed the correlation between these two measurements. We observed a moderate correlation between the RPKM-based transcript abundance and emPAI-based protein abundance (Spearman correlation, 0.498) (Figure 3D). The level of correlation obtained is comparable to that observed previously in other organisms including human (Spearman correlation, 0.6), Drosophila (Spearman correlation, 0.66), Caenorhabditis elegans (the Spearman correlation, 0.59), and yeast (Spearman correlation, 0.58). Although proteins modulate key events within the cells, up- or downregulation of mRNA from large-scale transcriptomic studies is directly associated with protein expression levels based on the assumption that there is high correlation between transcript and protein abundances. Comparative studies performed in various organisms, however, suggest that the correlation coefficients generally range between 0.3 and 0.6, highlighting that protein levels are regulated beyond transcription.

We next analyzed the concordance between the transcript and protein abundance across functional categories that were arbitrarily grouped to represent core cellular and regulatory and developmental functions (Figure 4A,B). Translational process-related genes were found at the extreme end of the distribution with highest the correlation (Spearman correlation, 0.683), suggesting that these genes have elevated expression at both the transcript and protein levels (Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). The transcriptional machinery proteins, on the other hand, showed moderate abundance at the protein level but were more elevated on the transcript scale. Those belonging to carbohydrate metabolism, although generally considered to be abundant, spanned over almost the entire distribution with a moderate correlation. The lipid metabolic process-associated genes were frequently of low abundance, and this category was the least correlated. Focusing on the proteins important in development and signal transduction, we found that with the exception of a few proteins at the top end of the distribution that are associated with embryonic development, the rest had moderate-to-low protein expression levels (Figure 4B and Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). This suggests that processes relating to cell organization and development are modulated more at the mRNA level than at the protein level at this early stage of development.

Further investigating the cellular compartmentalization across the distribution, we noticed that the ribosomal proteins form one tight cluster at the top end of the distribution and a second additional cluster at moderate expression levels (Figure S10A,B in the Supporting Information). The nucleus, represented with the maximum number of proteins, extended over a large range traversing the entire range of abundance distribution. Although we noticed a slight bias for organelles like mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum when based on organelles...
the quantified proteome, no such distributional bias was observed for the quantified transcriptome.

Distinct Functional Regulation of Proteins and Transcripts

Embryonic development is associated with highly regulated processes that need to be precisely controlled at both the mRNA and protein levels. The analysis above provided a functional overview of the transcriptome and proteome across the entire distribution of cellular abundance. To delineate biological processes that are modulated at different levels of mRNA and protein abundances, we performed a combined hierarchical clustering of the observed transcriptome and proteome. We categorized genes based on their mRNA or protein level into various abundance groups (detailed below) and performed GO enrichment (biological process) by hypergeometric testing on all of the individual groups. Those GO categories that were significantly enriched in at least one of the seven groups are depicted on the heat map. The red arrow corresponds to high abundance of quantified proteins or transcripts, the green arrow, low, and the black symbol, moderate. The shaded red triangle corresponds to moderate-to-high protein or transcript abundances, and the shaded green triangle represents moderate-to-low protein or transcript abundances. High (yellow) and low (blue) in the heat map represent statistical over- or under-representation, respectively.

Figure 5. Functional modulation of protein and transcripts in the developing embryo. Proteins and mRNAs were grouped into seven groups based on abundance values as follows: high protein and mRNA, low protein and mRNA, moderate protein and mRNA, high protein and moderate-to-low mRNA, low protein and moderate-to-high mRNA, low mRNA and moderate-to-high, and high mRNA and moderate-to-low protein. The clustered GO biological process terms enriched in at least one of the seven groups are depicted on the heat map. The red arrow corresponds to high abundance of quantified proteins or transcripts, the green arrow, low, and the black symbol, moderate. The shaded red triangle corresponds to moderate-to-high protein or transcript abundances, and the shaded green triangle represents moderate-to-low protein or transcript abundances. High (yellow) and low (blue) in the heat map represent statistical over- or under-representation, respectively.
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of mRNA or protein abundance (Figure 5 and Figure S11 in the Supporting Information).

We first categorized the quantified 5254 genes (including splice variants) into four groups that represented only the upper and lower quantile as follows: high protein and high mRNA, high protein and low mRNA, low protein and high mRNA, and low protein and low mRNA. After performing hierarchical clustering on the four groups, we observed that genes associated with core cellular functions such as energy metabolism, protein transport, and cellular biosynthetic processes are fine-tuned by high levels of both mRNAs and their corresponding proteins (Figure S11 in the Supporting Information). The regulatory (post-translational modification) and developmental process (embryo morphogenesis, nervous system development) are modulated by genes with high mRNA expression and low protein levels. For the remaining two groups, very few GO categories passed the p value threshold, and these often coincided with enriched categories in the high protein and high mRNA and low protein and high mRNA groups.

To gain further functional insights on the entire range of the quantified proteome and transcriptome, we additionally categorized the quantified 5254 genes to include genes from the high-, low-, and moderate-abundance groups. For this purpose, we identified seven groups based on their abundances as follows: high protein and mRNA, low protein and mRNA, moderate protein and mRNA, high protein and moderate-to-low mRNA, low protein and moderate-to-high mRNA, low mRNA and moderate-to-high protein, and high mRNA and moderate-to-low protein (Figure S). We observed that processes associated with core cellular functions such as metabolism, protein transport, and cellular biosynthetic processes are generally modulated by high protein levels, whereas the mRNA levels show considerable variation. The genes associated with nucleoside metabolic and biosynthetic processes display both high and low levels of mRNA and protein. Interestingly, genes associated with eye development have high mRNA and protein levels, with the optic system being in the mid-to-late phase of its development. Other cellular process including folding and DNA replication are also modulated by high expression at both levels. Functions associated with DNA damage and repair, cell death, protein localization, and sensory organ development exhibit moderate abundance of expressed genes.

Genes that displayed a low protein level but moderate-to-high transcript abundance encoded for those functionally important proteins that are involved in regulatory (post-translational modifications), signal transduction, migratory, and developmental processes. We observed that genes associated with the development of the fin, cartilage, and embryonic skeletal system are highly represented within this group. We note that all of these tissues have not yet initiated their developmental programs and thus these may represent poised conditions. Other processes, such as those associated with the development of the central nervous system, and important morphogenetic events, such as pattern specification process, cell projection organization, and appendage development, are also characterized by differential levels of mRNA and protein.

Genes that displayed a high mRNA level but moderate-to-low protein level were associated with tissue and organ development and regulation of cellular processes. Specifically, processes associated with the regulation of primary metabolic and biosynthetic processes, gene expression, mRNA processing, and cell cycle display significantly high mRNA expression levels and low protein levels. Functions pertaining to microtubule-based movement, lipid metabolic processes, and stress response show enrichment in the low transcript and moderate-to-high protein level group, possibly indicative of long-lived proteins with sentinel roles.

Although proteins are the ultimate biological effectors, we observed that most of the embryonic morphogenetic events and signal transduction processes are modulated by low protein and high mRNA levels, in contrast to the core cellular functions that are modulated by high protein and transcript levels. To assess if any of these low-abundance proteins could be regulated by putative miRNAs, we carried out miRNA target prediction using TargetScanFish 6.2, which predicts gene targets based on conserved sites (7-mer or 8-mer) that match the seed region within a miRNA. It is predicted that many such low-abundance proteins are specifically regulated by miRNA families in the zebrafish embryo (Table S8 in the Supporting Information). This underscores that finer control of protein levels through miRNA regulation or high turnover is constantly in action to ensure proper and coordinated development.

### Network Mapping of Quantified Proteome and Transcriptome

Potential interactions among proteins expressed at high and low abundance may modulate important functional processes within the cell. To unveil the functional connectivity among the high- and low-abundance proteins, we constructed protein–protein interaction networks based on curated information from the reactome pathways and GeneGO MetaCore. The reactome functional interaction (reactome FI) combines protein–protein interactions from various organisms alongside curated pathway maps to provide with a high-quality pathway-informed interaction resource, and MetaCore is an expert-curated reliable data resource for protein interactions, primarily focusing on human, rat, and mouse pathways. The zebrafish shares many orthologous proteins with those from the mammalian groups and hence these resources may be useful in deriving possible interactions among the quantified zebrafish proteins.

### High-Abundance Protein Interactome

A large number of the proteins present in the high-abundance protein groups shared direct interactions with each other and resulted in a closely connected network (653 nodes and 6881 edges) (Figure S12A in the Supporting Information). While a majority of the corresponding transcripts also displayed high to very high abundance, we noticed that a few genes were modulated differently at the protein and mRNA levels and that the rest remained at moderate-abundance levels. Using MCODE, the tightly connected clusters were identified (Figure S12B in the Supporting Information). Of the 10 significant clusters identified with a minimum number of five nodes, the highest-ranking cluster (80 proteins) belonged to Translation. The other clusters were primarily associated with core cellular functions including transcription and RNA transport, oxidative phosphorylation, protein folding, DNA repair, and carbohydrate metabolism. The very low transcript abundance of one of the splicing factor proteins that forms the U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complex (U2snRNP), SF3B3, leads us to speculate that this protein may be highly stable or efficiently translated.

RPS6KA1 is the other important protein whose abundance is different at the protein and mRNA levels. The gene encodes for a serine/threonine kinase that is involved in...
Various signal transduction processes, including MAPK and the nutrient sensing mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). Poor correlations between the mRNA and protein abundances may point to more control at the translational or post-translational level. Assessing the degree of variation of the mRNA expression at different time points during development may provide us with clues on the influence of transcriptional or translational control for the poorly correlated genes.

**Low-Abundance Protein Interactome.** In contrast to the high number of proteins that could interact directly within the higher abundance groups, only 163 low-abundance proteins could be potentially mapped onto a direct interaction network (Figure 6). The clustering coefficient was low (0.156), and the average number of neighbors for each node was only around 3. Hence, dense clusters, as observed in the high-abundance protein network, could not be visualized. The number of noncorrelated genes in terms of protein and mRNA abundance...
In this study, we present a deep proteome map of a selected stage of early embryonic development in zebrafish. We identified >8000 proteins, which is by far the most extensively measured zebrafish embryo proteome. In addition, we also performed transcriptome mining by RNA-seq to provide an informative comparative map of the quantified proteome and transcriptome during embryonic development. Such an integrative approach links the transcript abundance to protein levels and ultimately highlights specific developmental processes that are modulated by changes in the mRNA or protein species. Although similar studies have been performed previously in other organisms, we unveil, for the first time, large-scale combinatorial functional mapping in zebrafish.

Previous transcriptomics and proteomic studies are limited by overall coverage. It may be possible that some of the proteins are masked by high-abundance proteins, restricting their detection limits, or that the peptides are not amenable to detection by mass spectrometry. Also, regardless of the transcript levels, some of the mRNAs may not be efficiently translated, resulting in low or undetectable protein levels. We noticed that for a majority of the genes expressed at low levels the corresponding proteins could not be identified. Nevertheless, we could successfully map ~64% of our quantified proteome to a corresponding mRNA level. Our proteome data identified a paucity of coding sequences on chromosome 4, confirming the analysis of the genome. Moreover, our analysis revealed that there was only a moderate correlation between the protein and transcript levels for most of the cellular processes, consistent with observations in other biological systems. Although such low correlations may be attributed to technical discrepancies, it is also suggestive of an intricate functional regulatory mechanism that operates to maintain proper levels of transcripts and proteins. There is continuing debate on the concordance of transcript and protein abundances, and the precise mechanisms that act at the post-transcriptional level remain to be elucidated. In fact, cross-species comparisons suggest that orthologous protein levels correlate better than the corresponding transcript abundances, hinting that the mechanisms to achieve a particular protein abundance evolve rapidly and may include utilization of altered protein stability, translational efficiency, and ribosomal occupancy to achieve the final protein abundance. Interestingly, a genome-scale study established that genes that showed minimum variation at the mRNA level through the cell cycle had poor correlation with final protein levels, whereas those that displayed large variation had a high degree of concordance. Analyzing the concerted variation in transcript and protein abundances through the different developmental stages may expose more insights on the orchestration of the transcriptional and translational machineries in zebrafish.

As observed previously in other biological systems, we find that the most abundant proteins are of considerably shorter length and are often associated with central pathways and core processes, including energy and carbohydrate metabolism, translation, and transport. For such core metabolic processes, the correlation between the protein and mRNA levels was considerably higher. The genes associated with these processes indeed exhibit a highly conserved coexpression pattern and are also highly correlated at the protein level across species. The low-abundance protein groups are primarily regulatory in function and are involved in signal transduction, phosphorylation, and other protein modifications. In spite of the low abundance, higher eukaryotes have a large fraction of the protein mass dedicated to regulatory functions. Furthermore, low-abundance species generally show high sequence variability across species. These proteins, although present in low abundance, are associated with various important processes of development, including cell differentiation and anatomical structure morphogenesis, in our quantified proteome. Of note, it has been shown that regulatory proteins display varied expression levels between different human cell lines. This supports the notion that these regulatory proteins are potent regulators of cell identity and behavior.

While we observed that most of the core metabolic and biosynthetic processes are modulated by proteins that are highly abundant, specific developmental processes are marked by genes showcasing high transcript but low protein levels. It is known that some transcripts are not efficiently translated, are differentially degraded, and/or are stalled during the process of translation. Those cohorts of transcripts, which showed abundant transcripts and low protein levels, might be subjected to the process of stalling during translation. Ribosome profiling experiments identified the existence of differential translational efficiencies of these transcripts.

Anatomical developments associated with morphogenesis of embryonic skeletal systems, pattern formation, and neuronal differentiation, for example, are fine-tuned by low protein and high transcript levels. Such systems are yet to initiate full developmental programs at 24 hpf, and we speculate that they may be held in a poised state. As the embryo develops, some of these processes may be primarily modulated by the levels of proteins, transcripts, or both. Network mapping highlighted instances of several genes involved in signaling pathways that had low protein and high mRNA expressions. The low protein abundance may be attributed to reduced stability of the regulatory proteins or may point to post-transcriptional regulation of protein abundance. miRNAs have emerged as important modulators of post-transcriptional regulation, and it is estimated that approximately 30% of the mammalian coding genes are regulated by them. Indeed, most miRNAs in zebrafish are primarily expressed from segmentation stage onward, and some miRNAs have been shown to regulate different processes during development. This leads us to speculate that many of the low-abundance (or even undetected) proteins may have been subjected to miRNA
regulation to allow for the tightly regulated initiation of
differentiation. Of note, we observed that many of the critical
proteins involved in development, including LFNG,76
FGFRs,77, and CTNNB2,78 are predicted to be regulated by
miRNAs (Table S8 in the Supporting Information). Such
restriction of mRNA translation underscores the potency of the
derived protein products.

From our network mapping, we identified a particular
modulator of the Notch pathway, Lunatic Fringe (LFNG),
which has low protein and high mRNA levels. The Notch
signaling cascade plays a major role in the establishment of the
neural crest and binary fate decisions in the neural tube and
elsewhere, and it also regulates somitogenesis in developing
embryos.79–81 Formation of the somites (embryonic segments
of the vertebrate body) is regulated by oscillatory expression of
genes in the segmentation clock that define the spatial pattern,
and Notch functions to synchronize the segmentation clock.82
Such synchronization depends on tight control at the level of
mRNA half-life and translational efficiency. Interestingly,
LFNG is one such oscillatory gene whose expression is post-
transcriptionally regulated by miR-125a-5p (miR-125 was also
predicted by TargetScanFish 6.2) for proper somite formation
in chick embryo.73,83 In zebrafish, LFNG is expressed within
the presomitic mesoderm and is important for the formation of
gene clusters and segment boundaries in the somites and hindbrain.75,85 Our
proteome quantification was performed using embryos at 24
hpf, around which time the boundary between the midbrain
and hindbrain forms (22–24 hpf).86 It is tempting to
speculate that such regulatory processes may have resulted in
the observed differences in the gene and protein expression
levels of LFNG. Similar dissection of the network for other
protein modules, like FGFR, CLASP2, and DUSP6, may
provide functional insights into the differential regulation of the
transcriptional and translational machineries during zebrafish
embryogenesis.

CONCLUSIONS

The in-depth comparative and functional mapping presented
here highlights the usefulness of integrative proteomics and
transcriptomics to unveil molecular mechanisms regulating
early embryogenesis in zebrafish. We particularly highlight
differential modulation of various morphogenetic events during
embryogenesis. We believe that such an exhaustive approach
over the entire time course of development is likely to uncover
many novel mechanisms and various levels of gene expression
control during embryogenesis and provide a valuable resource
for systems biology-based modeling in the future.
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